Class A CDL Pre-Trip Inspection
Tractor Trailer

The purpose of this inspection is to make sure the vehicle is safe to operate, and to see if you have the knowledge and skills to inspect your vehicle. You may have to walk around the vehicle and point to or touch each item and explain to the examiner what you are checking and why. You will not have to crawl under the hood or under the vehicle.

**FRONT OF THE TRACTOR**

**Marker Lights:**
(Five lights on a top of the tractor)
- Proper color
- Working
- Not broken
- Not cracked

**Winfshield:**
- Clean
- Not broken
- Not cracked

**Winfshield Wipers:**
- In good condition
- Working properly

**Hood:**
- Not damaged
- Not broken
- In good condition
- Securely locked

**Grill:**
- Must be present
- Stably mounted
- Not broken
- In good condition
- Clean

**Mirrors:**
- Must be clean
- Not broken
- Adjustable from inside.
- Mirrors brackets must be well mounted to the door